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The Crossing, by Avi Cohen

The second meeting of the new season was a quieter aﬀair, as second meetings often
are. This let Marie take nineteen members through sixteen images at a more relaxed
pace, creating ample opportunities to delve into the photos we saw. Our mood for
the evening included many monochrome images and subtle colours, exploring
themes ranging from the passage of time to our environmental design.
We continue our eﬀorts to provide more insightful and incisive critiques, with
several members showing works that were experimental or otherwise held questions
for them. It’s a powerful reminder that even the most polished image from years
past might be going through a revisit or a rethink, and our role is never to simply
praise the maker and move on. We all benefit from critical and comprehensive
thought, whether we are the ones thinking them or receiving them.

Upcoming Meetings
October 6
Leif
October 20
Matthew
November 3
Michael
November 17
Stephen Gilligan

While we always strive for excellence, the only way we’ll reach it is by learning.

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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Images Shown, September 22:
Michael Anderson
Waiting at the Mosque
Paul Yi
Summer Is Over
Kas Stone
The Optimist
Mort Shapiro
Winter Walk
Judy Griffin
Cuban Staircase
Matthew Robertson
Yonge Street Boogie Woogie
Tom Yates
1866
Katherine Keates
The Sketch
Avi Cohen
The Crossing
Rhonda Starr
Quad
Marvin Cooper
Embrace
Carm Griffin
Bass Harbour Head Lighthouse
Laurence Sitwell
Water
Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Solo Dance
Allan Flagel
Fort Zoutmann Shadow
Doris Woudenberg
Saying Goodbye

Cuban Staircase, by Judy Griﬃn

I used to think that I could never lose anyone if I photographed them enough.
In fact, my pictures show me how much I’ve lost.
– Nan Goldin
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When air temperature is
lower than that of the
water, fog arises from water
bodies in early September.
This indicates the short
summer season is over and
autumn is near.
This photo was taken from
North Bay in 2010.

Left: Summer is Over,
by Paul Yi
Below: Water,
by Lawrence Sitwell

Do not, my friends, become addicted to water. It will take hold of you, and you will resent its absence.
– Immortan Joe
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The Optimist
by Kas Stone, TFF September 8-2021
My temptation when presenting images at The Forum is always to submit ‘perfect’ ones that I feel confident
will receive the group’s seal of approval. However, while compliments and congratulations are always much
appreciated, they are actually less helpful than the kind of constructive critique I received at this week’s Forum
meeting for an image I submitted precisely because I wasn’t confident about it.
I made “The Optimist” on a pea-soup-foggy morning on Nova Scotia’s Bay of Fundy coast, when low tide
exposed the shapely rocks and allowed me to walk on the sea floor to photograph them from below. What
caught my eye in this scene was the little tree perched on top of a crumbling sea stack. The tree seemed
oblivious to its almost certain doom, and it was this story that guided, not only the ironic title, but also my
processing decisions: making the image high-contrast with a dark foreground and ominous cliﬀ edge.
These decisions didn’t work for at least two Forum members, who found the foreground heaviness and sharpedged cliﬀ a barrier into the image. So I experimented and, after slight cropping and a few tonal adjustments,
here are the before-and-after versions. I’m not sure which I prefer. In fact I suspect the image would benefit
from a more serious remake, and I look forward to returning to the site to explore other visual design
possibilities – assuming, that is, the little tree hasn’t already been washed out to sea!

The love I felt in the photos was a love for the imperfect and the struggling.
It was a love for the dirty, plain, beautiful, funny places many of us call home.
– Kyo Maclear
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1866, by Tom Yates

The photograph was captured in April 2008, in Vancouver, at the
Dr. Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden.
It is a 'detail shot' of some bamboo… I have used about 80% of the
capture in the presentation. As I worked with the image I decided
that there was not enough 'content', so I set it aside. I recently
looked at it again and decided to boost the impact by changing its
presentation… thus the exaggerated 'border'.

Gardens are a form of autobiography.
– Sydney Eddison
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Above: Embrace,
by Marvin Cooper
Left: Fort Zoutmann Shadow,
by Allan Flagel

Just as the microscope and telescope extended our vision into spatial realms once too minuscule
or too immense for us to see, geology provides a lens through which we can witness time
in a way that transcends the limits of our human experiences.
– Marcia Bjornerud
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Left: Quad,
by Rhonda Starr
Below: Waiting at the Mosque,
by Michael Anderson

I don't think an artist should always know why they gravitate toward something or someone.
You are just drawn to things, and that's okay.
– Mickalene Thomas
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Yonge Street Boogie Woogie, by Matthew Robertson

My post-processing is usually very literal. Even changes as simple as duplicating, flipping, and merging
images is a significant leap for me. Doing that for Yonge Street Boogie Woogie – an insouciant riﬀ on
Piet Mondrian’s Broadway Boogie Woogie – is the most I’ve modified a photo in many years. I simply
don’t look at what’s on the screen and see it transformed into something diﬀerent and new.
I can’t create mental images, or remember images of things that I’ve seen. I experience my thoughts
almost entirely in concepts and words, not visuals. Estimates are vague, but this counts me among
perhaps 2-4% of people who don’t have visual memories. A neurologist who has written about this way
of thinking, imprecisely called ‘aphantasia’, says it’s “a fascinating variation in human experience, rather
than a medical disorder.”
I’ve certainly had worse things said about me.
This totally-not-a-disorder also helps explain preferences for black and while. With a digital-colour
image a monochrome conversion feels contrived, and I’ll rarely think to modify an image that heavily.
But with film monochrome is completely natural: colour simply never existed. I neither grieve for its
loss nor rejoice in conquering it. I see in full colour – blue sky, green grass, yellow caution tape – but I
only remember it in words.
And, of course, there are words. My fascinating variation in the human experience also helps explain
their visceral appeal for me, but perhaps that’s a subject for another photograph.

I shared some of my 35mm photography, expressing my dissatisfaction with my attempts.
These images looked just like my subject and that had seemed pointless to me.
– Sharon Harris
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Above: Solo Dance, by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Left: The Sketch, by Katherine Keates

The point is not to point out a particular source, but to recognize a world of forms.
– Kirk Varnedoe
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Going Deeper
by Dass and Leif
“Everyone complains about the weather, but nobody does anything about it.”
– Charles Dudley Warner, 1829-1900
Probably since the Forum began, there has been a constant refrain, which I’m sure you’ve heard:
“We need to improve our critiquing”. Understandable, of course, because it is an essential skill for
our members - we present images for critique and provide the same for others. But, for many of us,
it is not a skill that comes naturally.
Can it be learned and developed? Yes!
I have done some research to improve my own critiquing and, using several sources, have developed
a 4-step image evaluation process. It will take some time, especially in the beginning, but should
become faster with practice. Here are the steps:
1. Write down everything you see in the image without interpretation or questions.
2. Write down what you think/feel about the image.
3. Write down what you wonder about the image. Do you have questions to ask the maker? For
example: did you consider doing it in B&W; what if it was cropped in from…; is it a pictorial image
or is there a deeper meaning; is the maker’s intention clear; what is the maker asking me to think
about; is the technique appropriate for the subject and message; etc.?
4. Evaluate. What conclusions have you come to? Does the image work for you or not, and why?
Having gone through the ‘see, think/feel, wonder, evaluate’ process you will have a much better
understanding of the image and be able to oﬀer valid opinions about the success or failure of the
image during our meeting. You’ll also be able to ask questions of the maker.
Leif and I have gone through this process with a couple of members and we all benefited from the
experience. If you’d like to do a practice session, we are available to do it with you. We can do it on
Zoom in small groups of 3-4 members, at a convenient time for all. Just reply to either of us and
we’ll set it up. Each person will submit an image. We’ll each go through them all on our own and
then get together to discuss the experience and conclusions.

Join us for our online meeting next Wednesday, October 6, when Leif will be our moderator.

But you still have not told me in which direction to point the camera – and this is what matters.
– Ralph Steiner

